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Hi,

Thank you for joining my talk ”LEGO Builder’s Journey – Rendering realistic LEGO 
bricks using ray tracing in Unity”

Before I start, I’d like to remind you that I am available for chat during the talk so as 
questions come up, please click on the ‘Chat’ button at the bottom to submit your 
questions. And I will do my very best to answer them.
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Intro

• Mikkel Fredborg

• Light Brick Studio

• LEGO Builder’s Journey

I'm Mikkel Fredborg from Light Brick Studio. 

We are a small startup in Copenhagen, Denmark, that was created through a spin-out 
from the LEGO Group. 

Our debut-game “LEGO Builder's Journey" won Mobile Game of the Year in 2020, and 
this year we are are bringing an extended version of game to PC with a new photo-
realistic look.

I will give you an insight into how we have approached the visual upgrade using ray 
tracing in Unitys High Definition Render Pipeline and give you a brief overview of our 
process in general. 

Let’s start by taking a quick look at some real LEGO bricks, so we know what it’s all 
about.
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Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

Almost everybody knows LEGO bricks! And most people have spent countless hours 
playing with them, so they instinctively know what they look and feel like. Which 
doesn’t make the challenge of rendering them any easier.

But it’s just a box made of glossy plastic with some small tubes on top, right. That 
should be easy to render!

Well, it’s a little more detailed than that! 
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Injection 
Points

Logos

Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

Bevels

- They have bevels on all edges
- They have LEGO logos on studs, and sometimes other places.
- They have injection points from the molding process, typically on one or more 

studs, but on other bricks it can be anywhere.
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Interior Details

Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

- They also have a lot of interior detail.
- The tubes that make them snap nicely together.
- The inside of the studs.
- Small extrusions to improve snapping or to make them more stable.
- And things like ID numbers, molding machine ID, etc. are embossed on the inside. 

(which we don’t really care about now, but might in the future)
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Translucent

Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

- They are also translucent and the different colors have different diffusion profiles.
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Imprecision

Color Variation

Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

- LEGO Bricks are super precise, but as with anything real it’s not perfect.
- When they are assembled, there are gaps between the bricks
- Some aren’t fully snapped together.
- Some are a micron smaller than another.
- There’s also slight color variation between the bricks, if they are not from the same 

batch. 
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PLACEHOLDER Reflective

Uneven

Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

- And of course they are reflective.
- And they are quite bumpy – most of the that comes from the cooling process of 

the plastic, so you can sort of see parts of the internal structure of the brick on the 
surface. (Add image)

- And because you play with them, they get quite scratched over time. (Add image)
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Anatomy of a LEGO Brick

Transparent!

- And then there are transparent bricks which is a completely separate beast.
- You can see the complete internal structure of the brick.
- There’s internal refraction and reflection.
- They aren’t easy to render nicely, even with ray tracing.

- So there’s a lot to consider when you want to render realistic LEGO bricks. We 
haven’t solved all of this yet, but let’s take a look at where we are right now.
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LEGO Builder’s Journey

• Puzzle Game

• Everything is made from LEGO

• Every interaction in the game is about LEGO

• All the levels are small dioramas

LEGO Builder’s Journey is a puzzle game about play, connection and adventure. 

Everything in the game is made from LEGO.

Every interaction in the game is about LEGO bricks.

All the scenes in the game are small dioramas.

Here’s a short trailer from the PC version.
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Trailer
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Background - Original Release

• Apple Arcade

• Stylized

• Universal Render 
Pipeline

As mentioned previously the original game launched on Apple Arcade.

As that primarily targets mobile and supports older hardware, we use quite a simple 
rendering setup. We are using a custom renderer based on Universal Render 
Pipeline* for most other platforms. But it was quite obvious that we needed to do 
something more, than just tweak shaders, to get a realistic looking LEGO game on PC.

So the obvious first try was to see what the High Definition Render Pipeline could 
bring to the table. And we will be looking at that shortly, but first I’d like to explain a 
little bit about our scene and lighting setup, because that has a big impact on why we 
are able to make a switch like this, without massive problems. And also why we can 
use two different render pipelines with the same assets.

*) Note: It’s actually based on Lightweight Render Pipeline, as we started before it 
was renamed to URP, but for the audience that might be confusing
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Background - Geometry

Geometry is always important in a 3D game, perhaps even more so in a LEGO game.

Our LEGO brick database contains around 4000 bricks, all of them provided by LEGO. 
We’ve only created a few bricks ourselves. They are based on quite old 3D models, so 
we have done some things to improve them.

To keep a long story short the source models don’t even have LEGO logos on the 
studs, so we do a lot of automatic pre-processing of the geometry to add logos, 
bevels, and a little surface noise. They do not contain all details, but we don’t really 
get close enough in the game to tell that ID numbers are missing. Note that we 
exagerate the edge bevels, because we are quite far from the bricks in the game.
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Background - Materials

We only use official LEGO colors, and we have tried to match them as closely as we 
can to the physical colors. We 
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Background - Scene Geometry

We build most of the backgrounds in LEGO Digital Designer, which is a publicly 
available tool to construct digital LEGO models. 

We import these in Unity and start adding gameplay logic on top of that. I’ll elegantly 
skip over the gameplay part and continue to the next graphics related step.
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Background - Lighting Setup

Most of the game scenes are lit with a mix of artificial day light and some fake studio 
lighting.

It’s all controlled from our Daytime Manager which handles the primary light, sky and 
fog settings. We also use a few fake “softbox” planes to get some nice reflections in 
the bricks.

The Daytime Manager
- Controls the primary directional light, the color of the sky, and density and 

placement of fog
- Handles automatic rendering/baking of and reflection and light probe(s) (only used 

in HDRP if realtime reflections/global illumination is disabled)
- In HDRP the sky is rendered using a custom Sky module.
- It is fully animatable and can update everything in runtime.
- Uses a lot of presets, so the work done per scene is typically just applying and/or 

mixing some presets to get a good look.
- For the extended game we have around 80 levels and I’m responsible for lighting 

most of them, so we really need a fast workflow. (Because I also need to do a lot 
of other things :D )
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It’s worth noting that we use the same settings for both HDRP and URP, except for a 
few things that are adjusted per renderer.
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Background – Scene Post Processing

- As I mentioned earlier we do a lot of automation, and a lot of that happens when 
you press play in Unity (or build a scene)

- For setting up gameplay and other things it’s really nice that everything is in a strict 
grid and perfectly aligned. So while we are editing the scenes, it looks very much 
like perfect LEGO models.

- But a real LEGO model has a lot of impressision. Bricks aren’t perfectly stuck 
together, some are a little skewed, some are a slightly different color.

- So we post process the scenes to add some “realness” and “human touch” to 
them. As you can see in the video, we displace the bricks a little, add some 
additional noise and discolor some of them a little.

- We also add fingerprints and scratches, to givesome more detail. This is done with 
a single tileable normal map/smoothness map, that is offset and rotated randomly 
per brick.

- It might be pretty subtle, but it makes a huge difference in making it look real.
- At the same time we optimize a lot of things, like collapsing geometry, removing 

bricks that will never be seen, or select lower LOD levels for bricks that we won’t 
see the bottom of for instance.
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- This process is completely automatic and takes a few seconds per scene. 
- It can remove up to 90% of the brick geometry (and do a lot of other 

optimizations) in a scene, so it’s a great tool for staying flexible, but still have good 
performance.

- If you aren’t doing scene post processing in Unity, I highly recommend you give it a 
try. 
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Background - Process

• Fast iteration

• Keep everything editable

• Don’t bake anything

• Automate as much as possible

• Real time all the time

The key principle in our setup is that everything should be as fast to work with as 
possible. We don’t bake anything, we keep all data live in the editor and (almost) only 
do optimizations when you press play in Unity or when we build the game for device.

We are willing to sacrifice a little fidelity for a lot of flexibility in our process. We want 
to be able to make adjustments up until the last minute. The machine should handle 
all repetitive or non-creative task, and we should spend our time on making rather 
than waiting.

So we try to be real time, all the time. And that is one of the reasons why ray tracing 
is a great fit for the game. 
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HDRP - First experiments

• Start November

• No Ray Tracing

Now let’s move on to High Definition Render Pipeline

Around the start of November last year, I started experimenting with HDRP to see if 
we could use that for getting more realistic rendering. (I think at that time, the ray
tracing features weren’t yet available, but in any case we didn’t have any graphics 
hardware that could handle realtime ray tracing.)
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HDRP - First experiments

So we started by taking a single scene and see what it would look like if we rendered 
it in HDRP. 

We did get some pretty decent results, but there was still some way to realism. So 
once we got some hardware in January, I could start experimenting with ray tracing. 
So let’s take a look at the different ray tracing components we are now using.
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HDRP – Ray Tracing

• Reflections

• Global Illumination and Ambient Occlusion

• Shadows

• Transparency

• Subsurface Scattering

Here’s a quick overview of the different HDRP raytracing components we will go over 
on the next slides.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Reflections

Raytraced reflections 

One of the key components of rendering realistic LEGO bricks is believable 
reflections. Now as our game is all dioramas that (almost) fit on screen and have a 
good viewing angle, we can get away with some pretty good looking screen space 
reflections, but raytraced reflections add that extra bit of realism. 

We get correct reflections of geometry that’s facing away from the camera. 
We get secondary specular lighting.
And we can even do multiple reflection bounces if we want to.

With our mostly smooth and reflective bricks it really adds a lot.

There are some things to take note of when you adjust the settings. Most of the 
effects in HDRP have some inherent noise, and has denoise options. For reflections 
this can really smear out details, and also introduce ghosting with fast moving 
objects. So for medium and high-quality we have disabled denoising, as Temporal 
Anti-Aliasing can combat most flickering in our scenes.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Reflections

• Ray Traced Reflections (great)

• Screen Space Reflections (good, but imprecise)

• Denoiser can blur details

Reflections – Take aways
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HDRP – Ray Traced GI & AO

Raytraced Global Illumination 

Secondly we use raytraced global illumination and ambient occlusion, I’ll cover these 
as one, even if they are two separate passes.

As with reflections, the key benefit of using raytracing for these over screenspace 
effects is that we can capture stuff that’s not visible from our viewpoint. The 
difference is more subtle than with reflections, but it makes a big difference that we 
get the correct bounce colors.

For Global Illumination, we have found that increasing the denoiser to max works 
best. Otherwise we got a lot of high contrast noise with moving objects.
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HDRP – Ray Traced GI & AO

• Ray Traced GI (nice, even with low sample count)

• Screen Space GI (good, but missing details)

• Baked GI (static and low resolution)

Global Illumination – Take Aways
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HDRP – Ray Traced Shadows

Raytraced shadows

Most of the shadows in our scenes come from a single “sun” which is rendered using 
a directional light.

Because the scene geometry is placed quite far from the camera, cascaded shadow 
maps are not a great fit as we loose a lot of detail where there are no shadows. So 
raytraced shadows are great in our case, and the added sharp to soft penumbra is 
delicious. 

One thing to keep an eye out for, is that raytraced shadows are turned on per light, so 
that’s where you need to look to find the settings. That took me a while to figure out. 
And we have also disabled denoising for shadows, as we did get some ghosting when 
it was turned on.
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HDRP – Subsurface Scattering

Subsurface Scattering is quite important to get realistic looking LEGO bricks. We use it 
to emulate a little of the translucency of real LEGO bricks.

But while HDRP supports raytraced Subsurface Scattering, we are not using it right 
now. We are using the screen space subsurface scattering implementation instead. 

Simply because I haven’t been able to get the raytraced version to look significantly 
better than the screen space version, and it does introduce a lot of noise unless the 
sample count is high, which causes a big performance impact. So we are sticking to 
the non-raytraced version for now, which works OK for our lighting setups.

Right now we are also using the same diffusion profile for all colours, which is not 
exactly correct. It’s definitely an area that we need to do more work in the future.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Transparency

Raytracing should be a great fit for rendering transparent LEGO bricks, but it has 
actually been the area we’ve had the biggest issues with in HDRP.

If you fogot what transparent LEGO bricks, look like, here’s a photo. As you can see 
the interior of the brick is clearly visible, and there are all these nice internal 
refractions and reflections, that really bring it to life.

Let’s take a look at transparency in HDRP.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Transparency

Ray Traced Reflections

- Rendering transparency with raytraced reflections, doesn’t give us the internal 
geometry that we need to make it look real. 

- This is because the renderer does a depth pre-pass, to support the raytraced 
reflections. 

- We only get the top surface of the LEGO bricks, which is not enough to make it 
look realistic.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Transparency

No Ray Tracing

- If we turn off raytraced reflections we can see the interior polygons
- if we spent time on sorting and shading them properly that might get us halfway. 
- But we lost the nice raytraced surface reflections, so it’s not really an option woth 

pursuing.
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HDRP – Ray Traced Transparency

Recursive Rendering (Iterative Ray Tracing)

- Now HDRP has a specific render mode that should help us out here, namely 
recursive rendering

- but unfortunately it doesn’t quite work out for us. 
- As you can see we lose global illumination behind the brick. 
- There are also some other shading issues, and some distance attenuation that 

causes issues.
- So we can’t use recursive rendering as it is now. 
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HDRP – Ray Traced Transparency

Ray Marched SDF + Ray Traced Reflections

So that led me to think about how we could solve this in a way that could also be 
applied to the non-raytraced versions. And I ended up on raymarching a Signed 
Distance Field of each brick to compute refraction as well as capturing a very 
simplified version of internal reflections from inside the brick.

So we basically rasterize the front faces of the bricks, and for every pixel that gets 
rendered we raymarch the SDF with up to 8 refractions, to compute the color density 
of the transparent plastic. In addition to this we compute a single reflection from a 
number of combined reflection vectors inside the brick. It’s obviously not physically 
correct, but it does give a good the illusion of the interior of the brick. On top of this 
HDRP handles the top-surface reflection with raytracing if enabled, to really sell the 
effect.

On a side-note the SDF’s are mathematically defined per brick. Thankfully we don’t 
have that many different transparent bricks in the game, so it’s not been a huge task 
to set them up.

This rendering technique does have some limitations, because it only simulates a 
single brick and internal reflections are simplified greatly, but it does look convincing 
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enough from a distance.

So that is how we render transparent bricks, while we are waiting for Recursive 
Rendering to work correctly for our use case. 
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HDRP – Other things

• Depth of Field

• Bloom

• Film Grain

• Exposure

• Chromatic Aberration

We of course use a number of other effects in HDRP, as you have probably been able 
to tell from the videos and screenshots so far.

The only important one it makes sense to mention is Exposure. We use constant 
exposure and the same setting for all scenes. As we have a pretty static viewpoint 
and quite controlled lighting in all scenes, this is by far the easiest to work with.
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HDRP – Closing Thoughts

• HDRP works 95% out of the box

• Ray Tracing features are great (even in preview)

• ShaderGraph is an acquired taste

• Settings Overload

• Does it scale? I don’t know

Unitys High Definition Render Pipeline is the first renderer I’ve worked with in Unity 
that I haven’t had to alter a lot of things to get it to produce good results. The 
raytracing features, while still in preview have proved invaluable for our scenes. We 
obviously have the benefit of working with small scenes, with few materials so I can’t 
say how well it scales to more complex scenes, but for us it has mostly worked out of 
the box.

I’m not a big fan of ShaderGraph, but with a custom function, you can get around 
most of the spagetthi noodling. I do hope a more code driven shader authoring 
approach is coming to HDRP.

And it does have soooo many settings (placed in different locations in the project) 
that it takes a good while to figure out where things are, so that is another area I 
hope is improved. But having access to the code base is really nice, when you are 
trying to track down an issue, even if it is quite complex to follow the different paths 
around the code. It has allowed us to adjust one or two things that didn’t work quite 
how we wanted.

Overall it has been pretty smooth sailing, and I’m really impressed both with HDRP 
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and realtime raytracing in general.
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Performance & DLSS

Using ray tracing adds a lot of complexity, so obviously the hardware needs to do a 
lot more work per pixel.

For our scenes it is mostly an OK workload, but if you want to render in 4K with 
everything turned up to high settings, the frame rate will drop. Even on high-end 
cards.
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To get better performance we have been working with NVIDIA on adding DLSS 
support in Builder’s Journey, and while it is not fully implemented at the time of 
recording this, preliminary results are looking positive.



Future Work

There are lots of things I still have to explore to really complete the journey towards 
realistic looking LEGO bricks, but it’s been a very rewarding and fun experience so far. 
Getting more details into the models, like mold seams, injection points, and warping 
based on the cooling of plastic are still to do. And adding surface dust and other small 
effects would also be super interesting to experiment with. But that is for the next 
project :)

I hope you got a good insight into how we are approaching scene setup and how 
raytracing helps us get a lot closer to realism in the PC version of LEGO Builder’s 
Journey.

Thanks for watching
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www.lightbrick.com/jobs

jobs@lightbrick.com

Oh, and by the way. We are looking for passionate people to join our team, so if you 
are interested go to lightbrick.com/jobs or send an email to jobs@lightbrick.com
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Q & A

- If you do have any questions you should hit that Chat button in the corner now and 
start typing, I’ll be available for answering any questions for the next X minutes, so 
now is the time to ask.
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